RESTAURANT FINDER APP

STORY:
Everyday there are people who have meals at restaurants. Since in a given location there would be
many restaurants, one would be spoilt for choice. Too many choices lead to confusion and
indecision.
Choosing a restaurant to dine could depend on many factors such as location, opening and closing
hours, type of cuisine, budget, mood of the diner, occasion, reviews, etc.
Moreover if there are multiple people involved in choosing a restaurant, it could lead to lengthy
discussions as each individual has their own taste and preference. One would surely not wish to
argue with friends, family or colleagues over finding a restaurant. After all, the reason for dining in a
restaurant is to celebrate and not to debate.
The app intends to resolve such pain points by helping a person find a restaurant based on the
factors above. It will help an individual make quick decisions and choose a restaurant where he/she
can enjoy a great meal.

PERSONA:

Kobe Alfredo
Find a good
restaurant to enjoy
a meal

42 yr old male, married, has 2
kids and a pet dog, foodie,
frequent traveler, IT Manager



Celebrate occasions or events with
family



Team outings and gatherings



Customer relationship with clients

Manager /
Husband/
Father



Eat healthy



Quick bite



Satisfaction



Family togetherness









Proximity to my location
Pocket friendly
Good customer service
Valuable suggestions
based on ratings &
reviews

Family, Clients, Colleagues

Browsing through multiple sources like
pamphlets, newspapers, directories, etc
Time consuming discussions with
friends, families or co-workers for
choices
Decision based on factors such as
budget, cuisine, location, operating
hours, pet friendliness, ambience, etc

USER EXPERIENCE JOURNEY:

POINT OF VIEW:
Kobe, a frequent traveler needs a way to find a quick snack/meal on the go so that he does not stay
hungry during his journey.
MOCKUP:

LINK TO VIDEO:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5f03aqhBQjA

